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I’m proud to share with you our
achievements and performance from
what has been another milestone year
for Kick ICT. As a business, our ambitious
growth journey progressed with three further
acquisitions alongside securing a significant
investment from BGF to further extend our
reach and expertise across the UK.
“I’d like to extend my thanks to our
customers, colleagues and partners,
who continue to play a vital role in the
success of Kick. 2021 has been a very
productive year for us, as we continue
to work closely with our existing
customer base as well as onboarding
many new customers. We remain
committed to being one of the UK’s
leading IT services businesses.”

Tom O’Hara / CEO / Kick ICT
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The year in numbers

Our financial performance for the year
can be summarised as a year of continued
progress and investment. Adjusting for
accounting treatment changes, we posted
another year of double-digit organic
growth as well as adding three further
acquisitions to the Group. We again added
significantly to our recurring revenues,
which topped £12m and accounted
for over 70% of our business. We are
delighted and grateful to our customers
who continue to choose us as their IT
experts and trust us with looking after
their comms, network environments and

business applications. We will continue to
scale in 22/23 with growth expected to top
30% and increase the group’s turnover to
over £18m.
As we scale and grow, we will continue
to share the details of our financials.
The transparency of the information
available is driven by our customer service
philosophy that “we’re here to help”. This
culture underpins our vision, mission and
strategy and is guided by our core values;
Personal, People and Progressive.

Turnover
Recurring Revenue
EBITDA
£m

2015

13.9m
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Growth through acquisition

Driving business success
with the cloud

In April 2021, we secured the acquisition of
Clyde Solutions Ltd integrating a team of
experienced telecoms experts to create our
Communications division within Kick. This was
followed in August by the acquisition of Turnkey
Business Software and Turnkey Infrastructure
Solutions from The Turnkey Group which saw
our existing Dynamics and Technical teams grow.
We will continue to invest in relevant acquisitions
to ensure we add value and provide outstanding
service to all of our customers who choose to
work with us.

Strategic investment from BGF
We secured an £8.7 million investment in
November 2021 from BGF, the UK and Ireland’s
most active investor, to support our growth
plans, including further extending our reach
and expertise across the UK.
Following a number of acquisitions and
strong organic growth, the increased demand
for ERP, cyber security and network environment
support drives our ambitious plans to grow our
capabilities and presence across the UK. BGF’s
investment marks the arrival of Geoff Neville as
Chairman, and Richard Pugh as Non-Executive
Director, whose strategic guidance and support
will underpin and enhance our growth journey.

Cloud technologies are at the centre of
the digital transformation revolution. The cloud
has changed more than the way we implement
and manage IT; it has changed the way we
do business. With ready access to data and
intelligent new ways to view, analyse and use
the information, the cloud has engendered
powerful new capabilities that are disrupting
entire business models.
Embracing the cloud is not simply the easiest,
cheapest and fastest way to drive digital
transformation – it is the only way. For many
businesses, the first step on this journey is
to migrate existing applications to the cloud
and we are committed to helping customers
develop and evolve their technology roadmaps.

2022 outlook
We will continue to work with our existing
customers adding value to their organisations
through our people, technology solutions and
support. We welcomed over 170 new customers
in the last year, providing our expertise to help
those organisations succeed across the UK and
we look forward to exceeding one of our initial
objectives of 1,000 customers across the UK
in the coming months. As ever with all of our
customers, old, new and prospective, we are
here to help.

Welcome to our new customers
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Helping customers adapt,
automate and transform
on their own terms with
tailored Microsoft Dynamics
365 applications.
Our Dynamics division delivers the
latest Microsoft technologies, from
Business Central deployments
to Power Platform solutions and
industry-specific CRM and ERP
solutions. Unlocking business
potential using actionable insights
with specialist applications built
for change, from a proud holder
of multiple Microsoft gold partner
accreditations.
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Dynamics Solutions
What we do
Working with customers to design,
consult and deploy Dynamics
solutions that transform and
modernise their operations.

Dynamics
365 Business
Central

Dynamics
NAV

Dynamics
365
Applications

Kick
Dynamics
Applications

Partner
Products

Microsoft’s
comprehensive
business
management
solution
for small to
medium-sized
organisations

Offering
ongoing NAV
support and
upgrades
to Business
Central

Next-generation
CRM applications
to support
customer
service and drive
growth, including
Dynamics 365
Customer Service,
Sales, Marketing
and Field Service

Including
Subscription
Billing for
efficient
repeat billing,
Constructa, our
construction
industry-specific
Business Central
product and Kick
Housing Finance
4 Dynamics

Enhanced reporting
and analytics with
Jet Reports,
comprehensive
document
management
with Continia,
automatic recurring
payments with
GoCardless, optimised
warehousing with
Tasklet, efficient
ecommerce with
Sana, and automated
manufacturing with
Naveksa
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Who we work with
Microsoft InsightSoftware
Continia Sana Commerce
Tasklet Factory GoCardless Naveksa

Dataverse

Power
Apps

Power
Automate

Utilising
Microsoft’s
data service to
host the Power
Platform
and enable
effective,
connected
solutions

Improve
business
processes
with your
own bespoke
apps using
Microsoft’s
low-code
solution

Streamlining
your processes
with a powerful
automation tool

Power
BI

Unveil the
insights
behind
your data
and make
decisions with
confidence

Power
Virtual
Agents
Take your
customer
service to the
next level with
intelligent
chatbots built
in minutes
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Dynamics in focus

Solutions PT
Delivering optimised
efficiencies and
profitability by integrating
siloed systems with
Microsoft Dynamics

SolutionsPT prides itself on delivering real
change, with the provision of industrial
software, hardware and services to their 2000+
strong customer base in the industrial and
manufacturing sectors.
With a mission encompassing the drive
for continuous improvement and success
with world-class digital solutions, it’s easy to
understand why they sought to consolidate
their CRM and Finance platforms to modernise
their approach to customer engagement.
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Recognising the need to
modernise internal systems
SolutionsPT quickly realised that they were held
back with disconnected and inflexible systems,
which resulted in unnecessary manual entries
and reduced user satisfaction. This in turn
led to poorly maintained data and off-system
workarounds which made reporting onerous.
Rather than maintaining a single point of data
entry, poorly maintained data in silos across
different systems often resulted in inconsistent
figures reported for the same parameters.
Due to these inconsistencies and restricted by
difficulties arising with bespoke implementation,
departments across the company were required
to help produce simple financial reports.
Amongst other things, this made it difficult
to measure marketing effectiveness and to
measure ROI on marketing effort.

Identifying a solution and partner
for change
After a comprehensive selection process,
Microsoft Dynamics Customer Engagement
was selected as the right tool to replace
SolutionsPT’s existing CRM and Helpdesk. In
seeking the right partner to configure and
implement the solution, Kick ICT was selected
to be their Microsoft Dynamics CE expert and
implementation partner.

Your IT Expert and Partner

Collaborating for continuous
improvement
SolutionsPT’s driving philosophy for
implementing the first phase of the
project was to find a solution that could
be used ‘as-is’. Using ‘out of the box’
Dynamics features to modernise core
business processes and adapting ways of
working to fit with the technology, rather
than tweaking the technology to mirror
ways of working.
Engaging on a programme of continuous
improvement, Kick worked with
SolutionsPT to build on solid foundations
and enhance and develop processes,
by automating administrative tasks to
eliminate keystrokes and human error in
data entry.
SolutionsPT now benefits from one single
source of the truth – using Microsoft
Dynamics as their trusted master of data
for marketing, leads, opportunities and
pipeline. This in turn allows for strategic,
data-driven decision-making, benefiting
from self-service dashboards and
reporting to create an all-encompassing
and visible representation of ROIs. Lead
funnels make it easy to set meaningful
targets for revenue generation, directly
from marketing activities.

Annual Report / 2021

“Kick ICT were an
absolute pleasure to
work with.
Their grasp of the scope and of our
requirements was outstanding,
translating into a system which rolled
live with very few issues.
Kick led us through the design and
implementation stages, giving us
guidance and advice on how to achieve
our required outcome, holding us to our
design philosophy of COTS first/out of
the box features. They were very
responsive, always happy to respond to
questions, and always with a smile.
A trusted extension of our internal
project team.”
Melanie Owens
Business Improvement Project Manager
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Housing Finance 4 Dynamics

In adapting Business
Central Finance, Microsoft’s
comprehensive business
management solution,
Kick offers an enhanced
solution that effectively
meets the unique finance
and ERP demands of the
housing sector.

Kick’s enhanced Housing
template provides:

/ Integration with HMS solutions
/ Commitment Accounting
/ Purchase to Pay
/ Enhanced budget/forecast/planning
/ Enhanced Fixed Assets
/ Enhanced CIS
/ Reverse VAT

We’ve used our extensive Registered Social
Landlord (RSL) knowledge and years of working
experience to tailor Business Central for the
Housing sector. It’s clear that many RSLs have
adopted a ‘Microsoft First’ policy. This is why we
have developed Housing Finance 4 Dynamics, to
ensure that the housing sector can achieve the
best results using the Microsoft Ecosystem. And
as a holder of 10 Microsoft Gold accreditations
with over 40 years of experience in supplying
finance solutions to the housing sector,
you can trust in our expertise.
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/ Enhanced Loan Management
/ Electronic Invoice Processing
/ OCR
/ Supplier Management Portal

Kick Housing Finance 4 Dynamics
fully integrates with Power
Platform, Microsoft Dataverse,
Power BI, Excel, Word plus many
other business-critical applications.

Your IT Expert and Partner
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Constructa 4 Dynamics

Enhancing Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Business
Central to meet the
unique demands of the
construction sector.
Construction-specific
enhancements include:
Developed in conjunction with industry
specialists and with over 10 years of continuous
development, Kick Constructa 4 Dynamics is
our strongest release yet. We’ve customised
Business Central to better suit and assist our
construction customers in meeting their
operational and financial objectives. Whether
a house builder, contractor, subcontractor or
manufacturer, the system caters for all aspects
of the construction industry and handles large
numbers of projects simultaneously, on a
project-by-project basis.

/ Commitment Accounting
/ Sub-contractor management with CIS
/ Applications for Payment
/ Procurement Workbench
/ Plant Management
/ CVR Reporting & Analysis
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Dynamics

Why Kick for
Dynamics?
30 years
Delivering
technologies

300 years
Combined
experience

1000s

Globally supported
users
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Expertise

Accreditations

We are experts. From solution design to
support, we deploy over 300 years of combined
experience from our 30+ strong team of
Dynamics experts.

We have the badges. With multiple
accreditations including 10 Microsoft Gold
Partner awards and InsightSoftware Elite
partner status, we continually invest in the
product education of our team to ensure
our customers remain at the forefront of the
Dynamics and Power Platform revolution.

Solutions
We work with the best. With bespoke Kick
applications to meet specific business and
industry demands and access to a series of
partner products to enhance your Business
Central and Dynamics set-up, we ensure
your organisation benefits from Microsoft’s
immense capabilities.

Strategy
We are here to help. Covering upgrades,
migrations and a range of specific operational
demands, our consultants and developers
work collaboratively with customers to meet
their Dynamics requirements today and to
map their future.

Innovation
We provide next-generation services.
Implementing the full Dynamics 365
ecosystem, bolstered by leading cloud-based
and automation powered add-ons to
transform your business’ capabilities.

Find out more by searching
‘Kick Microsoft Dynamics’
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Delivering tried and
tested ERP finance
solutions from Infor
that combine the
latest innovation and
usability, with a depth
of functionality.

Infor
18
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We deploy Infor-based solutions
to modernise customers’ finance
platforms, providing them with a
comprehensive, global financial
management system that
delivers financial, operational,
and reporting analysis with
unparalleled adaptability.
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Infor Solutions
What we do
Developing, consulting,
deploying and supporting
a range of Infor enterprise
and SME solutions.

SunSystems

Operating
Service

d/EPM

Enhancements

Delivering
integrated financial
management,
sales management,
purchasing, and
inventory solutions
across a wide variety
of sectors

Interact with
SunSystems data
anytime, anywhere,
digitise workflows,
utilise integrated
document
management and
build bespoke
reporting
dashboards

Deploying Infor’s
powerful budget,
forecast, planning and
reporting solution

Access our in-depth
knowledge across
the full spectrum
of applications that
can be deployed to
enhance your Infor
platform
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Who we work with
Infor Pegasus Qlik
Professional Advantage
Document Centric Solutions

Reporting and
Analytics

Pegasus

Support

Housing Division

Implementing
solutions from Infor,
Qlik and Power BI
to enable the right
decisions based on
accurate data

Offering SME
customers accounting,
finance, payroll, HR
and CRM solutions

In-house expertise
providing support
to customers
across our Infor
product range

In-depth
knowledge of the
unique accounting
landscape within
the housing
association sector
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Infor in focus
Infor Dynamic
Enterprise Performance
Management (d/EPM)
Infor Dynamic Enterprise Performance
Management (d/EPM) provides an
integrated suite of financial performance
management applications, packaged
analytics, and compliance tools that operate
across the complex web of your enterprise
systems to deliver a real-time, single version
of the truth. And with in-context business
intelligence capabilities built in, the benefits
go far beyond just easy access to data. You
can understand risk, performance, and the
impact of decisions company-wide.

d/EPM’s budgeting capabilities:

The Kick Infor team have taken the base
d/EPM solution and created a number of
industry-specific templates, including
Housing and Education, providing a rapid
deployment model with industry-level
reporting.

/	Plan salaries and assets at the detail level
for more accurate budgets.

d/EPM integrates with SunSystems, but
also any other modern business system,
for example Payroll and HR, so that
organisations can deliver detailed budget
and business reporting by combining
multiple solutions together.
d/EPM can be deployed in any business
that needs true budget control and reporting
– our current clients include The Crown
Office, Centrepoint, University of Highlands
and Islands and Salvation Army Housing
Association.
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/	Reduce the time needed to collect data and
prepare budgets.
/	Eliminate version-control issues.
/	Automate roll-ups, calculations, and currency
conversions to save time and reduce errors.
/	Monitor budget submissions and actual results
for increased accountability.

/	Set up automatic alerts to notify you when
something unexpected — good or bad —
is happening, so you can take action.
/	Adjust budgets and communicate changes
when business conditions change, maintaining
the plan’s relevancy and the organisation’s
commitment to it.

Your IT Expert and Partner
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Queens Cross Housing
Association (QCHA)

Queens Cross Housing Association (QCHA)
are a community-based housing association
and the Queens Cross vision is for excellent
housing in vibrant communities. QCHA are
driven by their values of respect, integrity and
aspiration.
QCHA provide nearly 4,500 homes in an area
that stretches north from Glasgow city centre
along either side of the Forth and Clyde Canal.
The housing stock includes flats, deck access
properties and traditional Glasgow tenements.
Having used SunSystems for many years,
QCHA wanted to upgrade to:

The Kick team provided a project Discovery
session and created a deployment schedule
based on the PQIS implementation
methodology.
Working in partnership with a dedicated Kick
Project Manager, the upgrade and system
enhancement programme was delivered on
time and to the agreed budget.
QCHA’s project requirements have all been
met and the solution is now providing the
user experience and solution enhancement
that QCHA required.

/	
Modernise their solution to provide a full
and current accounting system
/	
Simplify operations with faster and more
efficient accounting work processes
/	
Enable end users to self-service report and
interrogate their financial areas
/	
Meet the compliance requirements for
IT environments and platforms
/	
Access the latest Q&A, along with training
/	
Introduce best practise with regard to a
pre-production/test server environment

“Working in partnership with Kick ICT
proved once again that they understand
the sector and go the extra mile to help
when needed.’’
Neil Manley
Director of Finance & Corporate Support
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Infor

Why Kick
for Infor?
30 years
Delivering Infor
and Pegasus
applications

250 years
Combined
experience

12,000

Globally supported
users
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Expertise

Accreditations

We are experts. Over 250 years of product
expertise across our project management,
consultation and support teams, providing
Infor solutions to over 12,000 users.

We have the badges. A leading UK reseller
of Infor applications, a Pegasus Centre
of Excellence Partner and a Professional
Advantage Strategic Partner, we are
committed to ensuring our people are
educated and accredited, with customers
able to access the expertise they need to
develop their Infor solutions.

Solutions
We work with the best. Provider of Infor
and Pegasus applications for over 30 years,
with unrivalled experience deploying the
full spectrum of Infor enhancements from
providers including Document Centric
Solutions, Professional Advantage and
Qlik applications that can be deployed to
enhance your Infor platform.

Innovation

Strategy
We are here to help. Deploying a robust
project delivery mechanism to ensure on
budget and on time deployments, with a
continued focus on working collaboratively
with customers to deliver the financial
technologies and business intelligence to
support their strategic requirements.

We provide next-generation services.
Combining the latest Infor developments
and releases with cloud-based delivery
solutions utilising our state-of-the-art
datacentre technology.

Find out more by searching
‘Kick Infor’
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Leading the way
with the provision of
world-class technology
solutions and support.
Our Technical division is responsible for delivering
exceptional managed IT and support, tailored to the
needs and objectives of our customers. Partnering
with select leading technology providers and
backed by first-class support from our growing
team of experts, Kick are ideally positioned to
specify, deliver and support solutions that provide
the foundation to help our customers succeed.
In an ever-digital world, we are intrinsically invested
in transforming our client’s ICT environment to help
them achieve their best.
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Technical Solutions
What we do
Allowing our customers to focus on what they do best, we
provide a range of services and support to provide scalable,
secure and modern IT environments.
With transparent service level agreements and costs, our
customers benefit from the peace of mind that our experts
provide a proactive, collaborative and accessible service.

Managed IT
and Support

Cyber
Security

Cloud
Services

Datacentre

Access our
outstanding
team of IT
support
professionals
24/7 around the
clock, with a
fully managed
IT service

Providing
advanced and
multi-layered
cyber security
solutions to
protect your
organisation
from the latest
digital threats

Scalable, secure
and flexible
cloud solutions
with private,
public and
hybrid hosting
arrangements

Maximum
security and
uptime within
our highly
secure Nutanix
hyperconverged
facility that
houses IT
infrastructures
for organisations
of all sizes across
multiple sectors

28

Microsoft
Azure

Ensuring
customers
realise the
scalability,
resilience and
security of
the Microsoft
Azure
platform
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Who we work with
Microsoft Ubiquiti Nutanix
Fortinet Citrix Gamma HP N-Able
Datto SentinelOne Storagecraft
SecurEnvoy VMware Lenovo

Business
Continuity and
Disaster Recovery

Microsoft
Modern
Workplace

Virtualisation

Hardware

Helping customers
prepare with
cloud-based
solutions to
protect and
recover key data
and applications

Using Microsoft’s
extensive
application
ecosystem
to deliver
customers a truly
collaborative,
connected and
productive
environment,
wherever they
are based

Reducing
software
licence, server
and storage
requirements
with virtual
desktop
and server
solutions

Advising, supplying
and installing
market-leading
servers, desktops,
laptops and
peripherals
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Technical in focus
A layered security approach
At Kick, we have vast experience in implementing
Microsoft solutions for SMEs.
We can ensure a smooth upgrade of existing
systems to satisfy your business' requirements
whilst providing the extra peace of mind that
your data is protected against all threats.

Common cyber threats
facing businesses

Microsoft 365 Business Premium combines
the best-in-class Office applications and cloud
services with a comprehensive security system,
to protect your business from advanced cyber
threats.

2/ Phishing attacks

/ Information Protection
/ Conditional Access
/ Windows Virtual Desktop
/ Azure AD
/ Defender for O365
/ Cloud App Security
Put simply, Business Premium goes
beyond by offering:
/	Sophisticated protection from hidden
external threats, ransomware and
malware with Microsoft Defender
/	Remote access to wipe and protect data
in the event of loss or theft with Intune
/	PC and mobile device management,
using simple automatic processes to
configure security settings and protect data
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1/ Malware

3/ Email vulnerability
4/ Ransomware
5/ The Human Element

The solutions?
Managed Support Services
With Kick’s fully managed IT service you can
expect outstanding IT support and access to
a wide range of leading technology providers,
providing your organisation with 24/7 x 365
support, layered cyber security solutions,
cloud services, datacentre, back up, disaster
recovery and equipment.
Pro-Active Security Monitoring
Want to make sure that your sensitive data
stays secure? Our service combats potential
breaches using three main elements:
Vulnerability Scanning, Early Warning Service
and Data Breach Notification.
Security Awareness Training
Kick ICT can help you find out where your
users are in both security knowledge and
security culture as you start your security
awareness program with Security Awareness
Training from KnowBe4.

Your IT Expert and Partner
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Scottish Building Society
Starting life in 1848,
Scottish Building Society
pride themselves as being
the oldest remaining
society in the world.
As a member-based mutual, their focus
and purpose is to serve local communities.
Scottish Building Society (SBS) offers savings
accounts and mortgages primarily to
members resident in Scotland.
To support the small IT team in the delivery of
this challenge, SBS required an infrastructure
that would help them deliver efficiently, whilst
reducing complexity and risk, as well as enabling
them to leverage the scale of strategic partners.
Adopting a cloud-first strategy, Microsoft Azure
was shortlisted, and SBS was assisted with an
assessment to ensure that all existing on-premise
servers and applications would work as expected.
Upon review, they were comfortable that Azure
was the right choice and progressed with a full
project plan to migrate to Microsoft Azure Cloud.

The outcome with Azure Cloud
Scottish Building Society no longer has server
hardware to maintain or replenish, alongside no
more storage concerns. They have more control
over costs with the flexibility of scaling up and
down resources in a more efficient manner. In
addition, they can leverage Azure functionalities,
utilising a future-proof system that is secure
and resilient with Azure UK datacentres. Users
have noticed quicker response times and have
commented on how much easier the platform
is to use.

“Excellent working partnership with
Kick throughout the project. But we knew
that already as we have had an excellent
working partnership for many years.
Expertise in subject matter was evident
throughout the project. In a nutshell –
First Class!”
Alison Quilter
Head of IT / Scottish Building Society
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Technical

Why Kick for
Managed IT
& Support?
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30+

Skilled
Specialists

300 years 4.9/5
Combined
experience

for customer
support

24/7
Support

Expertise

Accreditations

We are experts. Add over 300 years of
combined experience across our managed
IT team into your business, rated 4.9/5
for customer support from over 1,000
customer reviews.

We have the badges. With Microsoft Gold,
N-Able Elite, Citrix and Cyber Essentials
accreditations, we ensure our people have
the specialist skills to provide outstanding
support and products to our customers.

Solutions

Strategy

We work with the best. From support
to datacentre to virtualisation to digital
transformation within the modern
workplace, we provide solutions from the
world’s leading technology vendors.

We are here to help. Alongside your
appointed account manager, we will work
collaboratively to implement the technology
that will secure and modernise your IT
environment today and set in place your
roadmap for the future.

Innovation
We provide next-generation services.
With leading solutions backed by our
in-house team of experts from Microsoft
Azure through to the latest vulnerability
scanning functionality included within our
standard Managed Services offering.

Find out more by searching
‘Kick Managed IT’
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Helping our clients
to communicate
effectively with their
customers, employees
and stakeholders
using robust and
high-performing
connectivity platforms.
Supporting the convergence
of unified communications and
the digital workforce with our
complementary Communications
division, creating an unrivalled
end-to-end proposition.
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Communications Solutions
What we do
We offer modern communications
solutions that ensure small to
medium-sized organisations can
meet their cloud and internet
demands with fast, reliable and
secure connections.

Internet
Connectivity

Business
Telephone
Systems

VoIP

Microsoft
Teams
Phone

Superfast and secure
leased lines and
broadband using
the latest, ethernet,
FTTP/FTTC, and
ADSL technologies
with guaranteed
performance SLAs to
support your business

From cloud to hybrid
through to traditional
on-premise we
provide a range
of feature-rich
solutions including
call recording and
call management,
from leading vendors
Gamma, 3CX, and NEC

Ideal for multi-site
and hybrid working,
VOIP/SIP is a cloudbased, cost-effective
telecoms solution that
can be provisioned on
the Gamma Horizon
or 3CX platform. Each
is designed to replace
ageing on-site switch/
PBX technology

Stay connected with
a modern calling
solution. Configure
a business phone
system for your
company with
Microsoft Teams
Phone and enable
your employees to
make calls anywhere
in the world
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Who we work with
Gamma 3CX NEC Panasonic
BT Wholesale Avaya Vodafone EE
TalkTalk O2 Virgin Microsoft Teams
CityFibre Gamma Mobile

Business
Mobile

Cabling
infrastructure

WiFi

Solutions that ensure
your mobile is an
extension of your
office. Full integration
with your phone
system along with a
range of plans that can
be tailored to meet
your requirements
based on accurate
data

Providing structured
cabling (CAT5/6),
single/multi-mode
fibre and high-speed
wireless bridge
solutions

Secure, reliable, and
scalable WiFi solutions
to deliver maximum
coverage across your
office environment,
whether this be
long-range WiFi for a
logistics warehouse or
dual-channel WiFi for
smart mobile devices
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Scottish Dental Care Group
Scottish Dental Care and Advanced Dentistry
was founded in 2016 by brothers Philip and
Christopher Friel. It offers a full range of NHS,
private and cosmetic dental treatments,
including all aspects of dental implant and
reconstructive dentistry, together with
short-term orthodontics and facial aesthetic
treatments across its clinics. The Group
comprises around 19 dental clinics based
throughout Scotland offering a blend of NHS
and private dentistry in clinics of various sizes.
Having recently established their presence in a
new head office in Glasgow City Centre, Scottish
Dental Care had a requirement for businessgrade broadband and WiFi to support the
various teams within the business.
Scottish Dental Care needed an established
Communications provider with the knowledge
of installing and maintaining telephone systems,
as well as implementing WiFi and business
broadband suitable for heavy usage.
Dentistry is becoming more technologically
reliant on the use of the internet. Digital
workflows, including CBCT scanning and digital
intra oral scanning, are replacing analogue
workflows within clinics. For efficiency and
environmental responsibility reasons, Scottish
Dental Care clinics are all largely paperless, so
the reliance on a robust internet connection to
capture and securely store patient consent and
compliance forms prior to their appointment
was essential.
Scottish Dental Care also had a need for robust
internal and external telecommunications,
ensuring patients could call their clinics at
any time in order to meet NHS guidelines and
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expectations. As dental practices are typically
in converted houses or shops there can be
structural and access challenges when installing
cabling and systems.
The solution to Scottish Dental Care’s challenge
was to outline the requirements and present
these to Kick to deliver. Kick helped by getting
involved with Scottish Dental Care’s clinic
acquisitions, meeting with vendors and building
relationships with them so they felt confident
about changing to the Group provider. As a
result, Kick were able to ensure a seamless
transition for each clinic.
Scottish Dental Care have been impressed by
Kick’s level of knowledge of the requirements as
well as the available technology to deliver their
requirements cost-effectively and efficiently.

“I think in short, Kick are very
much part of our team now, they
know what we need and the
restraints that we work under
and the importance of delivery.
With any expanding business, you quickly
realise that you cannot be great at every
aspect, but the key is surrounding yourself
with individuals and companies who excel in
their field and with Kick, we have just that.”
Philip J Friel
Clinical Director / SDC Group Ltd
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Communications in focus
The PSTN Switch Off
Helping customers every
step of the way through
their digital telephony
transformation journey,
ahead of the PSTN
switch off.
Our Communications division has been
busy moving customers to digital telephony
solutions to stay ahead of the curve on the
phasing out of the PSTN (Public Switched
Telephone Network), also known as the
traditional landline telephone system.
The roll-out of digital call routing via IP
across the UK will replace the outdated fixed
line PSTN analogue network by December
2025. The modernisation of the nation’s
phone and broadband infrastructure is led
by Openreach and will allow for faster, more
reliable communications to fully support the
digitisation of many businesses.

Will it affect all businesses?
In short, the PSTN switch off will affect all
businesses. The PSTN currently supports the
underlying broadband network and the Wholesale
Line Rental (WLR), including
hard-wired devices such as alarm systems, CCTV
and card payment facilities. The problem is that
upon the network switch off, these devices will
cease to function. Including those run on:
— Single analogue lines
— Multi-lines
— ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network)
Many of our customers have already
embraced an all-digital model, moving their
communications to the cloud, and making calls
digitally using Kick’s solutions from Gamma,
3CX and Microsoft. In doing so, they have
benefited from anywhere, any device calling
using existing telephone numbers. Integrating
digital telephony with business applications in
the cloud has also afforded greater collaboration,
communication and connection with colleagues
and customers. Not to mention the reduced
costs of operating over IP.

PSTN switch off timeline
APR 2022
Phased
Stop Sell of
approximately
300 exchanges

JUN 2023
No new WLR
Communication
Providers will
be accepted for
establishment

SEP 2023

APR 2025

Nationwide
Stop Sell of
WLR

Openreach
to work with
providers,
moving
customers
who have
not yet taken
action

Final cut-off
date for
installing any
new ISDN lines

DEC 2025
WLR Withdrawal
and permanent
PSTN network
switch off
Customers
obligated to
switch to VoIP
telephony
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Communications

Why Kick for
Communications?
100 years
Combined
experience

300+
services
delivered

24/7
Support
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Expertise

Accreditations

We are experts. With over 100 years of
combined experience across our team.

We have the badges. NEC SV9100 & SL2100
accredited. We are also Gamma, Horizon,
UC Solution and 3CX accredited partners

Solutions

Strategy

We work with the best. Partnered with
leading telecom industry names including
Avaya, NEC and Gamma to ensure our
customers access the right solutions at
the right price.

We are here to help. With an appointed
account manager and highly-skilled engineers
who will work with you to seamlessly align your
communications, connectivity and
cloud requirements.

Innovation
We provide next-generation services.
Harnessing Microsoft Teams Phone and
Gamma to provide leading cloud-ready
telephony solutions to offer anywhere, any
device connectivity.

Find out more by searching
‘Kick Communications’
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Our Management Team

Kick’s group board, whose extensive experience
working across the IT sector, provides the
business with effective strategic direction and
adherence to our vision of building a sustainable,
single-source IT services business of scale. Geoff
Neville was appointed Chairman alongside the
2021 investment from BGF. Geoff has extensive
experience as a senior executive, with a track
record of driving market-leading growth across
IT and business services organisations, including
Admiral and Fujitsu Services.

This year also saw the appointment of our first
Chief Operating Officer, Jeannie Frederick.
Jeannie brings to Kick a wealth of experience
in service delivery, staff development and
customer relations which has been invaluable in
adding further depth and breadth to the senior
management team. Her outstanding skills,
experience and empathy are a fantastic addition
to the team for our continued growth journey.
The group board is complemented by the
operational board which is responsible for the
management and development of Kick’s 130+
employees.

Group Board

Tom O’Hara

Alan Turnbull

Jeannie Frederick

Geoff Neville

Richard Pugh

tom@kickict.co.uk

alan.turnbull@kickict.co.uk

jeannie.frederick@kickict.co.uk

geoff.neville@kickict.co.uk

richard.pugh@kickict.co.uk

Chief Executive Officer

Group Sales Director

Chief Operating Officer

Chairman

Non-executive Director

Search ‘Kick ICT People’
for more information on the team
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Operational Board

Aileen Primrose

Ailie McLeod

Alex Goss

aileen.primrose@kickict.co.uk

ailie.mcleod@kickict.co.uk

alex.goss@kickict.co.uk

Head of Dynamics Sales

Group Financial Controller

Dynamics 365 Team Leader

Christine Archdeacon
Application
Support Manager

christine.archeacon@kickict.co.uk

David Paine

Donald McKay

david.paine@kickict.co.uk

donald.mckay@kickict.co.uk

Technical Services Director

Head of Support

Douglas Drysdale

Elise Mitchell

douglas.drysdale@kickict.co.uk

elise.mitchell@kickict.co.uk

Group Dynamics 365
Business Central Director

Dynamics Consultant
Team Leader

George Paterson

George Strathie

Ian Davis

Natalie Davidson

george.paterson@kickict.co.uk

george.strathie@kickict.co.uk

ian.davis@kickict.co.uk

natalie.davidson@kickict.co.uk

Paul Sutherland

Pauline Aird

Siobhan Gallagher

pauline.aird@kickict.co.uk

siobhan.gallagher@kickict.co.uk

Head of Telecoms

Director of Housing
Solutions

Head of Infor Services

Head of Project Office

Account Director

Head of Marketing

Head of HR

paul.sutherland@kickict.co.uk
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Our Accounts

Consolidated Statement
of Comprehensive Income
Year ended 30 September 2021

2021
£

2020
£

13,938,797
5,255,144

14,552,520
6,218,045

Gross profit
Administrative expenses

8,683,653
6,556,571
2,127,082

8,334,475
5,860,969
2,473,506

Other operating Income

196,354

106,210

Operating profit before depreciation
Amortisation and depreciation

2,323,436
816,952

2,579,716
701,904

Operating profit
Interest receivable and similar income

1,506,484
29

1,877,812
295

1,506,513

1,878,107

64,374

107,862

Profit before taxation
Tax on profit

1,442,139
345,416

1,770,245
402,715

Profit for the financial year

1,096,723

1,367,530

49,999

-

1,146,722

1,367,530

Turnover
Cost of sales

Interest payable and similar expenses

Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income for the year
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Consolidated Statement
of Financial Position
Year ended 30 September 2021

Fixed assets
Intangible assets
Tangible assets
Current assets
Stocks
Debtors
Cash at bank and in hand

2021
2020
£
£
		
9,302,362
3,981,219
165,775
249,386
9,468,137
4,230,605
67,939
2,625,735
1,444,032
4,137,706

28,145
2,503,622
2,920,128
5,451,895

Creditors		
Amounts falling due within one year
5,206,890
3,657,986
Net current assets

(1,069,184)

1,793,909

Total assets less current liabilities

8,398,953

6,024,514

Creditors
Amounts falling due after
more than one year

(2,611,543)

(765,083)

(10,972)

(18,811)

(1,606,933)

(1,956,957)

Net assets

4,169,505

3,283,663

Capital and reserves
Called up share capital
Capital redemption reserve
Retained earnings

166,668
50,000
3,948,187

216,668
3,066,995

Shareholders’ funds

4,164,855

3,283,663

4,650

-

4,169,505

3,283,663

Provisions for liabilities
Deferred income

Non-controlling interests
TOTAL EQUITY
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Thank you for
reading this year’s
annual report.
We are looking forward with optimism to excel
within expanding markets and continuing to
demonstrate the sustainability of our business
model. Our successful M&A strategy is set
to continue as we strengthen our ambitious
growth plans, by extending our reach across
the UK and providing new and existing
customers with access to world-class solutions
supported by our team of experts.

As always, we’re here to help.

Reception: 01698 844 600
Support: 0345 034 9600
Email:
ask@kickict.co.uk
Solais House
19 Phoenix Crescent
Strathclyde Business Park
Bellshill
ML4 3NJ

kickict.co.uk

